
45 ChatGPT
Use Cases
for Product
Managers
+ 1 bonus at the end



Yes, yet another
ChatGPT carousel.
You must be thinking: "Oh no, not another one of these."

I wouldn't blame you if you are. It's been raining ChatGPT
prompt templates & "list of AI tools/websites everyone
must use" lately. I feel you.

But am I going to drool over the tool? Not really.

I took ChatGPT for an extensive spin to explore a wide
gamut of PM scenarios it could help with. This premise of
this e-book isn't to suggest PMs should embrace the tool
unconditionally. In fact, I got mixed results as you'll see in
the following slides. 

Some responses were mind-blowing. Others left a lot to
be desired. In some cases, I had to refine my prompt
several times to get a meaningful reply. 

While ChatGPT can surely fast-track productivity, it can't
replace a product mind...yet.
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Some notes...

ChatGPT may not know every framework out there. But
you can always train it to understand it.
Describing your product by mentioning a popular
competitor helps shorten the prompts.
Explicitly mention when you want to "tabulate" the
results for better formatting.
For emails, you can change the voice/tone by using
adjectives like "humorous", "brief", "motivational" etc.
It's unlikely that you can use anything that ChatGPT
emits word-for-word in your work. The best way to use it
is to issue descriptive prompts, then refine them & then,
tailor the responses you get back. 

In the following slides, I'm showcasing prompts that I used
to generate the responses.

The bolded-blue text in every prompt are parts you can
replace with your product context and specifics. 

Some observations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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1. Crafting Business 
Canvas Models

BUSINESS MODELS

Generate a business canvas
model for an agriculture tech
product that helps farmers
increase their crop yield.
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Crafting Business Canvas Models
BUSINESS MODELS
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Act as a Product Manager. Assume TAM
is Total Addressable Market, SAM is
Serviceable Available Market and SOM is
Serviceable Obtainable Market. 

How should I go about estimating the
TAM, SAM and SOM for an AI-based
online form builder tool? Please give
examples of research sources I should
check out. 

2. Market Sizing
PRODUCT VALIDATION
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Market Sizing
PRODUCT VALIDATION
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I'm a Product Manager of an ed tech
platform that helps students of any age
learn how to code & start taking up
freelance projects. I'm already monetizing
this service well and now want to branch
off to other areas. 

What adjacent product or services can I
offer that leverages my strengths & can
quickly turn a profit?

3. Expanding product
lines

PRODUCT IDEATION
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Expanding product lines
PRODUCT IDEATION
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Suggest 3 tech product ideas I
could pursue in the solar
energy domain that could turn
a profit in less than 2 years.
Describe the idea and also
share how it will make money. 

4. Aiding product
ideation

PRODUCT IDEATION
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Aiding product ideation
PRODUCT IDEATION
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I'm a Product Manager planning to build a
new mobile app that's like Uber for petrol. It
helps busy people order fuel for their car on-
demand and get a refill while they're at home
or office. 

Write a 1-pager that I can share with my
engineering & design team to explain the
product vision & the product components
that will most likely be involved.

5. Aligning teams with a
1-pager memo

PRODUCT VISION
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Aligning teams with a 1-pager memo
PRODUCT VISION
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Assume you’re building a fitness app that
recommends workout routines to a user based
on their goals and habits. You’re launching a
new feature that will give users virtual points
for their personal milestones that they can
redeem for gift cards. 

Using Amazon’s “Working Backwards” model,
write a press release for this product feature.
Include some impressive metrics. Give it a
catchy title. 

6. Work Backwards from
a Press Release (Amazon)

PRODUCT VISION
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Work Backwards from a Press
Release (Amazon)

PRODUCT VISION
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Gibson Biddle has a product strategy framework called the
DHM Model. D stands for delight (how does the product
delight customers and add real value), H stands for hard-to-
copy (what is an advantage that your product has that is
hard to copy and compete with) and M stands for margin-
enhancing (how will the product generate a profit and
sustain the business). In short, the DHM model aims to
answer: “How will your product delight customers, in hard-
to-copy, margin-enhancing ways?”.

Now, act as a Product Manager for a web analytics tool like
Google Analytics. Give me a product strategy for this
product using Biddle's DHM model.

7. Drafting a Product
Strategy based on a
framework

PRODUCT STRATEGY

Training ChatGPT on the
stategy framework first
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Drafting a Product Strategy based
on a framework

PRODUCT STRATEGY
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8. Competitive Intelligence
Summaries

POSITIONING

I'm developing a SaaS product that helps restaurants
directly sell to their consumers through branded
websites & mobile apps without going to a marketplace.
We are serving the US market for now. We help users
build a personalized website with their branding,
customize the menu, launch a white-labelled mobile
app & run loyalty deals. Our unique value prop is that
we auto-suggest seasonal push notification & email
campaigns. 

Can you write a competitive intelligence report
comparing us to other players that I can share in an
investor brief?
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Competitive Intelligence
POSITIONING
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9. Questions to uncover
jobs-to-be done

DISCOVERY

Assume I'm a Product Manager for a grocery
delivery mobile app. It will be serving the

Toronto GTA region only. I want to conduct

some consumer research to figure out my

consumer's jobs-to-be-done. 

What personas should I target and then

what questions should I be asking them to

elicit their job-to-be-done. Take inspiration

from the book "Mom Test". 
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Questions to uncover jobs-to-
be done

DISCOVERY
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10. Drafting Survey 
Questions

DISCOVERY

Using guidelines mentioned in
Teresa Torres' book "Continuous
Discovery Habits", formulate a
survey to capture feedback for a
fintech product (mobile app) that
helps users make digital payments
without a credit card.
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Drafting Survey Questions
DISCOVERY
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Write an email that I can send to users

of my e-commerce website for mother
and baby goods inviting them to a short

20-minute feedback call on ways we

can improve their shopping experience. 

Incentivize them with a $15 Starbucks
gift card.

11. Outreach emails for
Customer Interviews

DISCOVERY
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Outreach emails for Customer
Interviews

DISCOVERY
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12. Generating personas
DISCOVERY

Generate 3 fleshed out

persona profiles for an e-
commerce website for

furniture buying (similar to

Wayfair) that primarily serves

the Istanbul market?
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Generating personas
DISCOVERY
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Act as a product manager for a car rental
marketplace that helps users find cheap cars
to rent for short-term periods. Assume that
the desired outcome you’re working for is to
increase purchase of upgrades like free fuel,
extra mileage, baby seats, mobile phone
holders etc. at the time of checkout. 

Craft an opportunity tree based on Teresa
Torres’ book, Continuous Discovery Habits,
against this desired outcome. 

13. Generating
Opportunity Trees

DISCOVERY
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Generating Opportunity Trees
DISCOVERY
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14. Customer Journey Maps
DESIGN THINKING

Create a sample
customer journey map
for a productivity
product similar to Trello
in a tabular format.
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Customer Journey Maps
DESIGN THINKING
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I'm a Product Manager that's running a
design sprint for my video creation product.
The problem we're trying to solve: "Design an
onboarding flow that helps users create a
professional video in under 10 minutes." 

Write a memo explaining to my team what
we'll be doing on each day of the design
sprint. Give a few examples of what the
solutions can look like. 

15. Design Sprint Briefs
DESIGN THINKING
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Design Sprint Briefs 1/2
DESIGN THINKING
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Design Sprint Briefs 2/2
DESIGN THINKING
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I’m working for a product that’s a direct competitor

of Gong - the revenue intelligence tool. The product

strategy is to become a data-driven sales insights
platform by building a conversation bot on top of all
the sales call recordings. This will allow sales
managers to query the bot for information like “Who
is closing the most this quarter and what insights
can you give me from their calls?” or “Who is
handling objections around [X] the best?”. 

Give me list of roadmap ideas aligned with this

strategy. 

16. Generating Roadmap
Ideas 1/2

PRODUCT ROADMAPS
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Generating Roadmap Ideas 1/2
PRODUCT ROADMAPS
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I just joined as a new product manager

for a design product that’s a direct

competitor to Canva. 

Can you draft a sample roadmap for this

product?

Limit the roadmap items to 10. Categorize

them under the “Now”, “Next”, “Later”

labels. 

17. Generating Roadmap
Ideas 2/2

PRODUCT ROADMAPS
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Generating roadmap ideas 2/2
PRODUCT ROADMAPS
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Act as the Product Manager of a recruitment platform
that helps HR source, recruit & hire talent. You are
planning to build a feature allowing admins to setup a
customized career page. 

This requires adding a self-service web page builder in
the admin setup panel. 

You have two choices: 
1- you can integrate with a off-the-shelf page builder OR 
2- you can implement the module with your in-house
engineering team. 

Compare both choices.

18. Getting advice on Buy
vs Build decisions

SOLUTIONIZING
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Getting advice on Buy vs Build
decisions

SOLUTIONIZING
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I just started as a Product Manager for a

live streaming product. The product uses

RTMP Streams which I don’t understand

well. 

Can you explain this in simple terms? Give

me some example usages of this when I’m

writing a spec. 

19. Understanding tech
jargon

SOLUTIONIZING
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Understanding tech jargon
SOLUTIONIZING
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20. Weighing pros & cons
of product decisions

SOLUTIONIZING

I'm a Product Manager for a 2-way automobile
classifieds. We are launching a new car
inspection service that will allow any user to
request for a detailed inspection report on a car
for a price. 

The management is debating which party - buyer
or seller - to monetize for this service. 

Give arguments for & against each option.
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Weighing pros & cons of product
decisions

SOLUTIONIZING
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I’m building a CRM for real estate
agents. The product team uses the

KANO model to prioritize features. 

Can you give me examples of features

that would qualify as “basic”,
“excitement” and “performance”
according to Kano? Tabulate this.

21. Learning prioritization 
schemes

PRIORITIZATION
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Learning prioritization schemes
PRIORITIZATION
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I’m building a CRM for real estate agents. I have the

following 4 features. How would you prioritize them based

on weighted-value models? 

1. Feature: Add a new filter to allow agents to search by
property code. 
2. Feature: Add a new report that shows inquiries by
geography. 
3. Defect: The option to sort properties by price isn't
working. 
4. Enhancement: Capture age of property on the property
listing form flow.

22. Getting prioritization
assistance

PRIORITIZATION
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Getting prioritization assistance
PRIORITIZATION
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23. Drafting PRD Outlines
DOCUMENTATION

Act as a Product Manager of a video-based
social media platform similar to TikTok. 

On my platform, creators have their own
channels. I'm introducing a feature called "Paid
Subscriptions". This will allow these creators to
host "paid" videos in addition to free ones. The
paid videos get unlocked for viewing only when
channel subscribers pay a monthly fee for that
channel. 

Write a brief PRD for this feature. 
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Drafting PRD Outlines
DOCUMENTATION
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24. Explaining Use Cases
DOCUMENTATION

Act as a Product Manager. I'm working on an
e-commerce website for vintage art. I'm
introducing a feature called "price drop
alert". 

Users can subscribe to price drop alerts and
then get notified via email and SMS when the
price of an art piece goes down by a certain
value. 

Write use cases for this feature in Gherkin
syntax. 
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Explaining Use Cases
DOCUMENTATION
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Feature capability
Success Message OR Error Message
Content

Download Invoice
Success Message
“Your invoice has been successfully downloaded.”

Generate common success & error messages

associated with the billing module of a SaaS Product. 

Create a table with 3 columns: 

e.g. 

25. Success & Error
Messages

PRODUCT COPY
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Success & Error Messages
PRODUCT COPY
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I’m the product manager of an ed tech
platform (mobile app) that helps non-
native speakers learn Spanish. 

Write a boilerplate welcome email for

when someone signs up for the first time
for my app linking out to tutorials, videos
& customer testimonials that would

encourage them to keep using the app?

26. System/Transactional
Emails

PRODUCT COPY
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System/Transactional Emails
PRODUCT COPY
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27. Generating OKRs
PRODUCT METRICS

Act like a Senior Product Manager for a helpdesk
software that helps organizations improve their
customer support function. The goal next quarter
is to improve retention & improve our customer
satisfaction. 

Generate OKRs in a tabular format for a Product
Manager who works on the desktop experience,
a Product Manager who works on the mobile
experience, a software engineer & a product
designer working on this product. 
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Generating OKRs
PRODUCT METRICS
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I've been asked to setup a dashboard

for measuring performance of my e-
commerce website on MixPanel. 

Can you first nominate the metrics I

should be tracking and then give me a

step by step guide on how to set these

up on MixPanel?

28. Setting up a MixPanel
Dashboard

PRODUCT METRICS
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Setting up a MixPanel Dashboard
PRODUCT METRICS
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I’ve just joined as a Product Manager for
a product that transcribes a live stream
or live webinar in real-time. We charge
per webinar or live stream minute. 

Using the North Star framework, can you
suggest a few metrics I should be
tracking to measure how well my
product is doing?

29. Ideating metrics to
track

PRODUCT METRICS
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Ideating metrics to track
PRODUCT METRICS
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I’m a Product Manager that's building
a VPN product that helps users
protect their privacy and hide their
physical location. 

Using the HEART framework, give me
examples of metrics I should be
tracking & optimizing for.

30. Electing metrics
based on a framework

PRODUCT METRICS
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Electing metrics based on a
framework

PRODUCT METRICS
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31. Brainstorming revenue
streams

MONETIZATION

I'm building an online classifieds platform
for LATM. We are now at 100,000 sessions a
month. We are offering a facility for users to
feature their ad for a week for a price and
are running Google Adsense. 

Suggest 3 more viable ways for us monetize
the product. 
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Brainstorming revenue streams
MONETIZATION
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32. Listing out
compliance tasks

COMPLIANCE

I just moved to a B2B health tech product that
enables doctors to accept patient
appointments online, share digital
prescriptions & send out automated alerts to
remind them when a visit is due. My boss wants
me to ensure we are GDPR complaint. 

Can you explain what GDPR is in my context
and what steps I should take?
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Listing out compliance tasks
COMPLIANCE
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33. Seeding Pre-mortems
PRODUCT LAUNCH

I'm running a product called EvenSpades that's

a direct competitor to Splitwise. I'm about to

roll out a product in United Kingdom targeting

students. To promote the product, every user
gets 2 transactions where EvenSpades also
acts as a participant and pays an even portion
of the bill. 

Create a pre-mortem analysis based on

Shreyas Doshi's content on this subject on what

could potentially go wrong.
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Seeding Pre-mortems
PRODUCT LAUNCH
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Act as the Product Manager of
Youtube. Imagine you were just
rolling out Youtube's playlist
feature. 

Write the release notes for that
build. 

34. Writing release notes
PRODUCT LAUNCH
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Writing release notes
PRODUCT LAUNCH
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35. Writing feature
announcements

PRODUCT LAUNCH

I'm about to launch a new feature for my

grocery delivery app. It allows for scheduled
bulk buying enabling users to schedule a
monthly grocery dispatch. Users availing this

feature will get a 5% flat discount if the total
order amount is more than $100. 

Generate text for a product announcement

notification for this feature. Use some light

humor in the post. 
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Writing feature announcements
PRODUCT LAUNCH
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36. Generating a go-to-
market plan

PRODUCT LAUNCH

I'm launching a lawyers marketplace where
people needing legal advice and services can
find reputed lawyers, read their customer reviews
& book appointments with them online. The
product will first be rolled out in London, UK. 

I need a 10-point tactical go-to-market plan to
grow this platform in the next 12 months. For each
point, mention what needs to be done, who
typically does it & how it will be measured. 
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Generating a go-to-market plan
PRODUCT LAUNCH
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37. Suggestions for an
A/B test

EXPERIMENTS

I run a product called "SEOGPT". It's basically
ChatGPT for SEO specialists. SEO professionals
can key in a URL and ask the bot questions to
strategize how to improve it. To promote
SEOGPT, I created a landing page with a
headline, 2 text bars (one for the site URL and
the other for the email) & a CTA allowing users
to key in their site URL to generate a free SEO
report. 

Recommend 3 A/B tests I could run on this page
to improve conversions. 
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Suggestions for an A/B test
EXPERIMENTS
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I joined as a Senior Product Manager for a

content calendar tool that helps marketers

generate ideas, plan out their content, assign

tasks and track performance. It has 4 products:
Email, Social Media, Blog & Video. At this time, I

have 3 Product Managers, 12 Developers, 2 QAs, 3
Product Designers, 1 SEO specialist. 

Can you recommend what kind of organizational

chart I should aim for? Mention who should report

to who.

38. Ideas for Organizing
Product Teams

PRODUCT TEAMS
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Ideas for Organizing Product Teams
PRODUCT TEAMS
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Act as a Product Manager. You've built a
direct competitor to GumRoad which is an
e-commerce platform that helps creators
sell digital products and memberships. 

What kind of growth loops can I add to my
platform based on what Nir Eyal describes
in his book called “Hooked”.

39. Recommending
Growth Loops

PRODUCT GROWTH
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Recommending Growth Loops
PRODUCT GROWTH
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Act as the Product Manager for a meeting
scheduling app that’s a direct competitor to
Calendly. You’re launching a new feature that allows
consultants to collect pre-payments at the time of
scheduling a meeting. 

You want to excite your sales, marketing and
customer success teams about this feature. You
have to prepare a 10-slide presentation to announce
this at the next townhall. Include a story using a
persona: Casey the Career Coach. Use motivating,
uplifting language.

40. Telling a story about
a product feature

COMMUNICATION
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Telling a story about the product 1/2
COMMUNICATION
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Telling a story about the product 2/2
COMMUNICATION
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Act as a Product Manager of an enterprise-grade
ERP software. A sales rep emails you that they can

close a seven-figure deal with a well-known brand

if we commit to implementing several
customizations with their in-house software in a
few weeks time. 

Write a diplomatic email politely pushing back

while citing the risk associated with consuming the
entire team for one client & sacrificing roadmap
progress. Suggest alternative options.

41. Saying No
COMMUNICATION
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Saying No
COMMUNICATION
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3 developers: Ben, Fiona, Parineeti
2 designers: Lee, Hannah
1 QA: Ahmed

I'm a Product Manager of a team that consists of
the following:

We recently launched a feature on our e-
commerce website that lets users buy products
using cryptocurrency. 

Write a creative & fun company-wide email
publicly thanking the efforts of each team
individually with @ mentions.

42. Crediting the team
COMMUNICATION
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Crediting the team
COMMUNICATION
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I'm a Product Manager at Docusign. I want you
to read the user reviews below that we
received on G2 and summarize them to me. 

1. We have used this software for a while now
and I feel like I have enough experience that I
am able to say confidently that the pros
absolutely outweigh the cons.
...
...

43. Summarizing Customer
Feedback Reviews

PRODUCT FEEDBACK
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Summarizing Customer
Feedback Reviews

PRODUCT FEEDBACK
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I’m a Product Manager for a hotel booking
website. I’m noticing that the traffic for my
website is declining 10% month on month
despite getting 35% more hotels listed in our
site and spending twice as much on Google
Ads compared to last year. 

List down in a table the possible reasons for
this gradual decline, reason description &
counter-measures for each point. 

44. Diagnosing product
issues

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
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Diagnosing product issues
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
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I'm a Product Manager of an

invoicing software targeting SMBs
similar to Chargebee. 

Summarize the takeaways from the

book “Zero to One” by Blake
Masters and Peter Thiel in 7 points

in the context of my product.

45. Summarizing Books
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
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Summarizing Books
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
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Give me a bundle of 10
hilarious excuses that I could
rotate in my emails to
stakeholders explaining why
a certain committed feature
was delayed. 

Making Excuses
COMMUNICATION
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Making Excuses
COMMUNICATION
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What other use cases
have you seen?

Comment below.
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